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Abstract

The adaptive seamless phase II/III design combines the con-
ventional phases II and III trials into a single trial, and it
allows for adaptations (e.g. sample size reassessment and
early stopping for futility or success) after the interim analy-
sis. In this study, we propose a simulation-based method to
determine the optimal sample size for the adaptive seamless
phase II/III design. We assume that a power law relationship
exists between the overall sample size and statistical power
of the final test. The optimal sample size is defined as the
minimum sample size that provides the adequate power with
overall type I error rate under control. We take correlations
between the early and the final outcomes into consideration
in the final analysis. The methodology is applied to deter-
mining sample sizes in a study for a treatment that can avoid
renal damage during cardiac operations while the most ef-
fective dose of the treatment will be selected at the interim
analysis.

Introduction

Traditional clinical trials are performed in several independent
phases. However, there are several issues violating statistical
principles in the separate trials. To improve the scientific reliabil-
ity and efficiency of the conventional phase II and phase III trials,
adaptive seamless phase II/III design (ASD) was proposed, and
it has become popular in the pharmaceutical industry. An ASD
combines the conventional separate phases II and III trials into
a single trial, and allows adaptations (e.g. sample size reassess-
ment, and early stopping for futility or success) after the interim
analysis at midterm. An ASD is more efficient since it eliminates
the time between the trials conducted separately (′′seamless′′),
and it better utilizes the data before the interim analysis, and
increases the total follow-up time for patients. Thus, it pro-
vides more reliable inferences than the traditional design. Based
on the combination test method proposed by Bauer and Kieser
[1], Posch et al. [2] gave a general formulation of the adaptive
testing procedure in the context of treatment selection. Friede
et al. [3] further extended this method and took the correla-
tion between early and final outcome into consideration. Our
simulation was based on the work of Posch and Friede. Our
objective is to determine optimal sample size for an adaptive
seamless phase II/III design with a pre-specified type I error rate
and power based on simulations.
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Figure 1: Comparison between traditional paradigm and ASD.

Methods

An ASD usually contains two stages of traditional clinical trials,
a learning stage (phase IIb) and a confirmatory stage (phase III).
In an ASD, researchers will select one or two treatments based
on the interim analysis at the end of learning stage, and then
the estimation of treatment effects will be confirmed at the end
of second stage.
Notations and Hypothesis setting: i: treatment, j: stage.
Hypothesis: Hi : θi − θ0 ≤ 0 vs. H ′i : θi − θ0 > 0, i ∈ Ω1 =
{1, . . . ,k}, θi is the treatment success rate and θ0 the placebo
success rate.
nj: sample size in each arm at stage j = 1, 2.
rj,i: observed success rate for treatment i at stage j.
rj,0: observed success rate for placebo at stage j.
pi: p value for treatment i at stage 1.
qi: p value for treatment i at stage 2.
Posch et al. (2005): In the interim analysis, individual treat-
ment could be stopped due to early rejection of the null hy-
pothesis or dropped for futility. The overall adjusted p values
were calculated by weighted inverse normal combination func-
tion. The effect of the selected treatment was confirmed using
closed testing principle together with combination tests in the
final analysis.
Closed testing principle: To reject the (elementary) null hy-
pothesis Hi, i ∈ Ω1 at familywise level α, for all subsets S ⊆ Ω1
that contain treatment i, the intersection hypotheses HS have
to be rejected at level α.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of Posch’s method.

Friede et al. (2011): The research took the correlation be-
tween the early and the final outcome into consideration. Gen-
erally, combination test with closed testing principle becomes
more conservative when the correlation between the early and
the final outcome decreases.
Power law assumption: We assume a power law relationship
between the sample size and statistical power. A power law is
a functional relationship between the two quantities, where one
quantity varies as a power of the other.

P(N) = 1 + πN−γ,

where N is the general sample size, P(N) is the statistical
power, π < 0, and γ > 0.

Scenario I: Estimate the optimal stage 1 sample size
N1, with fixed functional relationship between N1 and
N2:

N1optimal = min{N1 : P(N1) > P∗,A(N1) ≤ α∗}
Noptimal =N1optimal + f (N1optimal)

where α∗ is the prespecified overall type I error rate, and we
plan to achieve at least P∗ power.
Scenario II: Estimate the optimal stage 2 sample size
N2 with fixed N1: In this scenario, with a fixed N1, we are
looking for the best adaptation method g(·) to achieve the
greatest power for the final test with minimum sample size:
N2 = g(N1), Noptimal = N1 + g(N1).
Scenario III: Estimate the optimal sample size set
{N1, N2} when N1 and N2 are independent: Find the
optimal sample size set {N1, N2} that give us the greatest
power (the minimum sample size that can achieve maximum
power) with type I error under control. The power curve is now
in a 3D space, where changing either N1 or N2 will change the
power.

RICARDO study

Figure 3: Conceptual model for RIPC
mechanism.

Remote Ischemic Condition-
ing to Avoid Renal Dam-
age during cardiac Opera-
tions (RICARDO) is a mul-
ticenter, randomized, double-
blinded, adaptive, phase II/III
trial to investigate the effec-
tiveness of remote ischemic
preconditioning (RIPC) in re-
ducing the occurrence of acute
kidney injury (AKI).
Stage 1: four different regi-
mens of RIPC vs. sham-RIPC
Regimen selection (interim analysis): with the highest
proportion of urinary [TIMP-2]•[IGFBP7] ≥ 0.5 (ng/ml)2/1000
and without a major adverse events (including any increase in
AKI).
Stage 2: one selected regimen of RIPC vs. sham-RIPC
Primary endpoint: major adverse kidney events at 90-days
post surgery (MAKE90), including death, dialysis or persistent
renal dysfunction (2x baseline creatinine).
We consider the correlation between the early outcome
(biomarker) and the final outcome (MAKE90) in sample size
determination. With a prespecified functional relationship be-
tween the sample sizes in stages 1 and 2 (5 ≤ n2

n1
≤ 20), we

estimated total sample size by changing n1. The overall one-
sided type I error rate is set to be α = 0.005. We expect the
statistical power to achieve at least 80%. The following simula-
tion results were given by using “asd" Package in R.

Table 1: Estimated one-sided type I error rate and power when the most
effective regimen is chosen at the interim analysis with n1 = 15 and
different n2.

Level of Type I Error Rate Power Sample Size
n1 n2 min(N)

0.0038 0.5565 15 150 375
0.0040 0.6865 15 200 475
0.0040 0.7709 15 250 575
0.0042 0.8217 15 300 675

Note. Results were given based on 104 simulations for each scenario.

Table 2: Estimated one-sided type I error rate and power when the most
effective regimen is chosen at the interim analysis with n1 = 20 and
different n2.

Level of Type I Error Rate Power Sample Size
n1 n2 min(N)

0.0040 0.5779 20 150 400
0.0038 0.7054 20 200 500
0.0039 0.7869 20 250 600
0.0040 0.8376 20 300 700

Table 3: Comparison of maximum sample size required for different designs.

Design Option Maximum Sample Size

Four separate two-armed trials 88
Four separate group-sequential trials 112
Multi-arm study with treatment selection 90
Multi-arm study without treatment selection 75
Adaptive seamless design (stage 1) 75

We compared the required stage 1 sample size for an ASD
with the required sample size for other four traditional phase II
trial designs, using the early outcome (the proportion of
urinary [TIMP-2]•[IGFBP7] ≥ 0.5 (ng/ml)2/1000) as the
endpoint for hypothesis testing, as shown in Table 3.
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Figure 4: Power law relationship.

Conclusion

All estimated overall type I error rate was controlled under 0.005.
The statistical power was greater than 80% when total sample
size closed to 650. We suggested the total required sample
size to be 675 (n1 = 15, n2 = 300) patients. Moreover, our
simulation results showed that the required sample size in the
RICARDO study is smaller if an ASD is used in stage 1, as com-
pared with the sample size required by other traditional phase II
designs.
Adaptive seamless phase II/III design eliminates the time be-
tween the traditional separate trials, better utilizes the data col-
lected before the interim analysis, and allocates more patients
to more effective treatment in the confirmatory stage, thus will
result in faster clinical trials. Using these faster clinical trials,
effective treatment can be approved sooner to benefit more pa-
tients.
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